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Executive Summary

1 Executive Summary
This business case reflects the desire of the Goondiwindi Clean Growth Choices participants to
diversify the economy to increase regional revenue from tourism to balance the increasing
uncertainly in agriculture.
The development of the business case has considered numerous opportunities, events, attractions
and experiences. During the course of the project, the Council has resolved to begin preparing a
Tourism Strategy.
The options have been developed and refined through a series of workshops and working group
meetings in Goondiwindi and additional research.
The business case provides five options, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A tourism investment attraction strategy
A local tourism organisation (LTO)
A tourism industry concept
An Experience building program
A major attraction planning project.

The business case recommends that the Experience building program (Option 4) be pursued at
this stage along with Options 2 and 3. Option 3 is in progress subject to funding.
The Experience building program will build capability amongst Goondiwindi’s current and future
tourism operators to develop experiences that will add value to the economy over the long-term,
thus diversifying the economy.
Our Future State: This business case advances projects that address a number of key
government objectives including:
•
•

Creating jobs in a strong economy by creating and maintaining jobs for regional employees
in drought-affected communities
Keeping Queenslanders healthy by reducing financial pressures on regional families and
reducing suicides.

1.1 Communities in Transition (CiT): Clean Growth Choices
The CiT Program delivers on the Queensland Climate Transition Strategy’s action to build
leadership capacity within communities to develop place-based climate transition roadmaps.These
roadmaps, and this business case, identify opportunities for economic and social development and
climate resilience in regional Queensland. The opportunities range across a number of sectors
including agriculture, waste, water supply, tourism, energy, manufacturing, transport and human
services. The multidisciplinary nature of these sectors means that other Queensland Government
priorities are indirectly addressed, thus offering an opportunity to leverage efforts across
government.
The CiT Pilot Program contributes to reducing emissions by identifying economic opportunities that
support the transition to a low carbon economy, under the Queensland Climate Transition Strategy.

Introduction/Background
Importantly this business case identifies not only low emissions opportunities, but offers economic
diversification to build resilience in regional economies.
The Goondiwindi Living Roadmap outlines how a group of Goondiwindi residents came together to
develop this business case.

2 Introduction/Background
This project has been prioritised by the Goondiwindi working groups under a diversification
pathway. The pathway recognises the potential for key tourist destinations along with a central
coordinating strategy to diversify the regional economy. The working group discussed a number of
options to further diversify the economy, providing a broader economic base for the region.

3 Overview
3.1 Vision
Diversify the Goondiwindi region’s economy with a comprehensive approach to long-term tourism
attraction with a focus on:
1. Bringing more people to the region
2. Getting them to stay longer
3. Getting them to spend more.
The strategy will provide genuine long-term diversification of the Goondiwindi economy to enable it
to be a sustainable long-term and a growing contributor to the region’s economy.

3.2 Organisational Objective
To add diversity to Goondiwindi’s economy through the development of a creative strategy and
engagement of a Goondiwindi Tourism Advisory Board.

4 The Business Case
4.1 Purpose of the Business Case
The purpose of the business case is to identify opportunities to:
1. Outline the potential for more coordinated tourism development in Goondiwindi
2. Analyse a number of options as proposed by the Clean Growth Choices Working Group
3. Identify costs, benefits, risks, and potential actions
4. Develop a proposal to proceed with the project, or to identify a funding source for the
project
The business case proposes five project options to achieve the above outcome.

The Business Case
This is a preliminary business case that will provide the working group with:
1. A sound basis for a decision to proceed to a business case
2. The next steps and estimated costs to develop the business case.

Preliminary
business case
(pre-feasibility)

Engage Creative
and develop
strategy

Investment
decisions and
implementation

In the case of Options 2, 4 and 5, however, no further business case development will be required
as the program can be delivered with program plan and funding.
Sustainable Development Goals
The project aims to achieve sustainable economic development in Goondiwindi and, in particular,
works towards achieving the following of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs):
Number

Goal

Explanation

The Business Case
SDG 8

Decent Work and
Economic Growth

SDG 9

Industries, Innovation
and Infrastructure

SDG 13

Climate Action

SDG 17

Partnerships for the
Goals

Roughly half the world’s population still lives on the
equivalent of about US$2 a day with global
unemployment rates of 5.7%, and having a job
doesn’t guarantee the ability to escape from poverty
in many places. This slow and uneven progress
requires us to rethink and retool our economic and
social policies aimed at eradicating poverty.
Investments in infrastructure – transport, irrigation,
energy and information and communication
technology – are crucial to achieving sustainable
development and empowering communities in many
countries. It has long been recognized that growth in
productivity and incomes, and improvements in health
and education outcomes require investment in
infrastructure.
Climate change is now affecting every country on
every continent. It is disrupting national economies
and affecting lives, costing people, communities and
countries dearly today and even more tomorrow.
Weather patterns are changing, sea levels are rising,
weather events are becoming more extreme and
greenhouse gas emissions are now at their highest
levels in history. Without action, the world’s average
surface temperature is likely to surpass 3 degrees
centigrade this century. The poorest and most
vulnerable people are being affected the most.
A successful sustainable development agenda
requires partnerships between governments, the
private sector and civil society. These inclusive
partnerships built upon principles and values, a
shared vision, and shared goals that place people
and the planet at the centre, are needed at the global,
regional, national and local level.
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4.2 Business Case Sponsor
The sponsor of the business case is the Queensland Department of Environment and Science
(DES).

5 Situational Assessment and Problem Statement
This section outlines the benefit to the region of proceeding with the one or more of the proposed
options and contains:
• A description of the current situation, challenges and opportunities
• An assessment of how the opportunities are currently being met or not met
• An analysis of the gap between the current situation and the stated objective(s).
Goondiwindi in a regional town located four hours (345km) west of Brisbane. The town is located at
the junction of five major highways and has the opportunity to build a major tourism industry.
Goondiwindi has a rich history in agriculture with some of the richest farming country in the world.
There is a high percentage of cotton farming throughout the region with around 100 growers. Up to
80,000 hectares of irrigated cotton is grown, worth over $350 million which makes it the one of the
largest contributors to the local economy. There is also great diversity in the region’s other
agricultural sectors including wool, beef and broad acre grain production.
Tourism currently contributes significantly to the Goondiwindi Gross Regional Product (GRP). The
CGC working group considers that the economy needs greater diversification to enable
Goondiwindi’s continuing prosperity. Goondiwindi’s tourism potential is under-developed, and the
group feels there is significant potential for additional growth in the market. Further, if
Goondiwindi’s tourism industry had a greater share of GRP, it would help the economy withstand
periods of lower agricultural output due to drought. The Working Group considers that there are
significant opportunities in tourism.
Council is allocated a budget for tourism which is spent on the following:
• Employment of staff to support external events coming to town, improve the capacity of existing
local volunteer event coordinators, and general economic development services to support the
whole region

Situational Assessment and Problem Statement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery of visitor information services in Goondiwindi and Inglewood
Production and distribution of marketing material
Providing up to date information on the website for tourists and locals
Promoting the tag line Regional Australia at its best, through existing Council communication
channels, and encouragement of local residents and business to engage and use
Establishment of a tourism events grant to attract and retain tourism events by providing
financial support
Providing financial relief for community-operated tourism ventures including, but not limited to:
Customs House, Texas Rabbit Works, Botanic Gardens, Coolmunda Dam, Texas Museum,
Inglewood Heritage and Tobacco Museum
Providing and maintaining key tourism infrastructure (including sporting venues, halls,
walkways, art gallery, etc)
Providing and maintaining key tourism signage (e.g. Border Tourist Drive)
Providing development and planning advice and approval of tourism development applications
Maintaining town centres with a high standard of attractive and welcoming landscaping
Provision and servicing of free-camping options.

Goondiwindi has a local population of 6,000 residents. It is located on the Macintyre River, which
weaves its way through the surrounding area, broadening the total population to 10,500.

Current highlights and tourism features of the town and surrounding region include:
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•

•
•
•

•

•

A 10km walking track taking in the Macintyre River; Gunsynd Memorial and Customs
House, a small cottage showcasing the agricultural heritage of the region run by a group of
volunteers and the Goondiwindi Regional Council (GRC)
A vibrant and cosmopolitan main street with a selection of quality cafés, pubs and lifestyle
boutiques
A broad calendar of events including the Hell of the West triathlon, Gourmet in Gundy,
Discover Farming, Landscape, the Picnic Races and Polo
A natural water park situated 5km from the centre of town. The water park is nationally
recognised as a championship course for water skiing and is frequently used by local
residents and visitors
Goondiwindi Cotton’s award-winning Farm and Town Tour taking in the day to day
workings of an authentic cotton farm as well as a quick overview of the town. The company
has also recently added a second tour to its offering, the Art and Sculpture tour
Further afield, visitors can explore the region with a visit to the Texas Rabbit Works,
Inglewood Olive Grove and more.

Goondiwindi is the major inland gateway to the Queensland outback (travelling from New South
Wales and Victoria). In 2018, Bernard Salt from the Weekend Australian Magazine, named
Goondiwindi ‘Best country town in Australia’. This was due to a surprising package of above
average income, demographic diversity, low unemployment and community cohesion.
But, despite the town’s glowing reviews and positive reputation, there has been a slow decline in
annual tourism numbers since 2016. In 2018, 11,872 tourists visited the region, which is 1500 less
than in 2016. In short, this points to a lack of brand awareness and a major hook to attract more
visitors to the region capitalising on the positive promotion received. Members of the working group
indicated that significant effort has been invested in a number of tourism plans and strategies for
the region, but that more is required to enable the diversification of the economy.
This brief recognises the need to promote the Goondiwindi Region as a destination to enhance:
•

•
•

Awareness: Whilst recognition of the region is strong in Queensland, it needs to be
promoted further afield in New South Wales and Victoria to attract travellers heading to
Queensland
The Visitor Economy: Visitor stays from one to two nights as the average spend per
visitor plays a measurable role in improving the local economy and retail sector
The Next Generation: The continued success of local industry and the economy relies on
attracting highly skilled and motivated people; investment and key talent to help businesses
grow in the modern era.

The Working Group has provided the following context:
Our starting point has been developed after a detailed process of evaluation and analysis of
the conditions, societal trends and local stakeholder insights.
So, what do we need?
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1. Whilst Goondiwindi has a lot of nice little things to see and do, we lack a major
attraction to really make our town a destination ….
a) Whilst our events calendar is strong, it’s not 365 days a year.
b) Whilst our town is pretty, friendly and community minded, we lack the finer elements
of a sophisticated inland centre to appeal to a professional audience and make
Goondiwindi a destination beyond events (i.e. weekend trading, restaurants, wine
bars, boutique accommodation)
c) Whilst we know our area is a strong centre for Agriculture & Innovation, this doesn’t
quite translate into a compelling enough experience to attract young people.
Over the past few months, we have been discussing the possible development of a
tourism idea or concept to promote the quintessential features of the region resulting in;
increased visitors (and bed nights in the town) and new residents (destination
marketing). To move this forward, we need help to fully explore this idea in line with a
broader regional strategy around our town.
2. The region operates in a competitive market with other shires vying for tourism dollars
and leveraging their natural beauty. Whilst a research study has been commissioned to
define our brand promise – Regional Australia At Its Best, an opportunity exists to
promote this campaign further afield with an extended marketing budget and centralised
platform online to find out more information

Who are we talking to?

Situational Assessment and Problem Statement
Grey Nomads – Currently the strongest visitor group to the region. Male & Female, Age
50+ ; Caravans/ Retiree’s travelling and keen to explore outback Australia; Opportunity to
tap into International bus tours and travel companies.
Urban Families / City Slickers – This is an untapped audience with a lack of thing’s to see
and do on a family road trip. Male & Female 28 – 40yrs; Kids Primary & Early Secondary
school age. These families are educated & looking to explore their own backyard. They
have a sense of country and wholesome core values set. They are interested and vested in
connecting their children with rural Australia and wide-open spaces.
Next Gen Australia Producers / Farmers – Goondiwindi and region is the hub of major
agricultural innovation and advancement. An opportunity exists to target the next
generation of young farmers to create the Ag centre of Australia (aka the ‘Silicon Valley) in
the region. Male & Female – 25 – 45yrs; Entrepreneurial producers and farmers looking to
discover the latest technological innovation; Keen to learn more about the agricultural
productivity of the region and network/ promote products.

The Goondiwindi economy is heavily reliant on agriculture which has traditionally performed well
throughout the region, but the recent drought has had a major impact on local spending. The
drought has left local residents more aware of their spending, which has had an adverse impact on
local businesses who have seen a decline in regular customer spending. This has resulted in a
decline in employment in the community, with many businesses unable to maintain enough
business to ensure staff levels remain constant. The drought has also potentially impacted on
tourism numbers, with the media heavily reporting the dry conditions, which is not particularly
alluring to potential visitors.
Recently, there has been a major shift from the Queensland Government to promote tourism in the
outback and regional destinations using a brand/tourism hook (for example; the Qantas Museum in
Longreach). Places like Goondiwindi, that lack branding and awareness, have struggled to
compete and capitalise on this opportunity. Whilst Goondiwindi has satisfactory tourism
experiences (such as accommodation, food, entertainment, etc), there is an opening for something
different to be delivered. Something a little bit more sophisticated and connected to a well-travelled
younger generation who want something authentic, whilst still enjoying a café latte.
There are a number of levels at which a comprehensive restructure of the Goondiwindi tourism
strategy could occur:
1. Day-trip market: Encouraging visitors to Goondiwindi or passing travellers to spend more while
there
2. Long-term market: Developing a new group of visitors who will visit and stay and maybe even
move to Goondiwindi.
A tourism strategy needs a level of sophistication to promote the town on a business-to-business
environment to encourage the higher value tourism market whilst not losing track of day trip
opportunities.

Situational Assessment and Problem Statement
A number of successful tourism engagements have been identified in the including:
•
•
•

Scone: https://liveworkinvestscone.com.au/
Tamworth: http://www.destinationtamworth.com.au/
Mt Isa: https://www.facebook.com/mitourism/posts/d41d8cd9/1481216345321773/.

Extensive work has been done to identify and implement opportunities for tourism development in
town and plan for the tourism development of Goondiwindi. The RAPAD Tourism Futures Action
Plan1 provides a potential model for Goondiwindi though the following may provide suitable
guidance:
• The guiding principles seem suitable to Goondiwindi
• Industry representatives may look for a more regular and active involvement than proposed
in the Tourism Futures Industry Forum
• An action plan that provides the next steps in the form of priority actions for tourism in the
region.
In the Economic Development Strategy 2018 - 20232, tourism is a component of Theme 3: A
Region of Choice for Visitors and Events.

The Goondiwindi Tourism Strategy identified a number of catalyst projects and priority projects as
well as a number of supporting projects.
One of the six Key Priorities for Action in the Strategy is:
5) Work with the region’s tourism industry stakeholders to develop a new destination
management strategy for the Goondiwindi Region and generate ideas for enhancing market
opportunities.

1.
1
2

https://www.rapad.com.au/assets/Uploads/Tourism-Futures-Action-Plan-Final-190429.pdf
https://www.grc.qld.gov.au/downloads/file/81/goondiwindi-region-economic-development-strategy-2018-2023-pdf
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Fig: Brand Positioning Strategy (Source GRC) – figure needs a number, be unbolded, consistent with the
labelling of previous figures & should sit below the image

The strategy for the long-term includes four key elements3:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Industry Development
Packaging
Branding
Distribution.

Industry Development is assisting businesses to be ready to take tourists, including all the aspects
such as:
• Assisting businesses to be ready to take tourists by providing facilities – car parking, toilets,
clear and safe
• Transitioning farmers into tourism operators or at least, good hosts.
• What is the experience, how do we develop it?
Packaging
• Develop experiences and packages for people
• Build itineraries – what can people do while they are in the region, or build a regional
itinerary that takes tourists to a few places in the district
1.
3 For this section, the assistance of Mr Peter Homan of Southern Queensland Country Tourism is
acknowledged, who attended a CGC working group meeting on 3 September 2019.

Situational Assessment and Problem Statement
•

What currently available experiences can be packaged up?

Branding
•

Strong agricultural association with the area.

Distribution
•
•
•

What is the distribution channel and how is the region sold?
Is it easy for a tourism operator to sell it? For example, cotton has established channels to
market
Move to a conversion focus – sell tickets rather than posting photos!

There are a number of other issues to be determined through market research:
•
•

•

Where are the key markets?
o Brisbane, northern NSW, workers on major projects
o People driving north from Dubbo, or south from Charleville and Dalby?
When do people from target markets make the decision to come to Goondiwindi and when
is the most suitable time to market? For example, if potential tourists in Brisbane generally
make decisions three months in advance, Discover Farming should be marketed in
Brisbane in January/February
What is the current value to local businesses of existing events and how could local
businesses make more out of them?

The group considered there is a number of opportunities to increase tourism in the area including:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Providing centralised ticketing for events and experiences, so that visitors can commit and
pay
Have a centralised booking agency in town, even if it is the visitor information centre
Developing Indigenous tourism opportunities
Consider additional attractions taking advantage of existing assets such as:
o The river in town – improving access, places to have a picnic, canoe launching,
o Infrastructure to make a climb to the top of the water tower
o The town common
o Camp oven dinner and drinks at the museum
o A Secret Eat Street
Develop an ‘everyone is a Goondiwindi Champion’ concept so that all customer-facing staff
in businesses take the opportunity to promote aspects of Goondiwindi to visitors. For
example, front-line staff in all businesses are able to speak to newcomers about what
Goondowindi has to offer.
There may be scope to have other events, new or refreshed, or bring in semi-professional
event organisers to lift the level of organisation
Develop some areas which can then be catalysts for businesses to grow, such as the boat
ramp
Water tower viewing experience (similar concept currently being developed in Barcaldine)
Customs House experience needs a total revamp - $1,000,000 facelift with new relevance.

Assumptions and Constraints
Queensland’s Advancing Tourism 2016-2020 Strategy notes that with economic growth comes the
opportunity for world-class education and training that can be delivered within tourism hubs and
on-site in regional communities. This further expands the capacity for regional Queensland to take
advantage of the demand for high quality Australian produce, experiences and training from
international visitors. A number of key aspects of the strategy are to:
•
•
•
•

Grow quality products, events and experiences
Invest in infrastructure and access
Build a skilled workforce and business capabilities
Seize the opportunity in Asia.

6 Assumptions and Constraints
The business case has been prepared by the volunteers participating in the Goondiwindi Clean
Growth Choices working group.

7 Identification and Analysis of Options
This is a high level analysis of the possible alternatives that could be employed to bridge the gap
between the current situation and what is proposed, as outlined in Section 4.

7.1 Identification of Options
There are various options available to the Working Group.
Some options that may need to be considered are:
•
•
•
•
•

Option 1: Tourism investment strategy
Option 2: Local tourism organisation (LTO)
Option 3: Tourism industry concept design
Option 4: Experience building - Priority 1
Option 5: Major attraction planning.

7.1.1 Option : A Tourism Investment Strategy
The strategy should be a coordinated investment attraction approach to support new product
supply, refurbishing existing product and new tourism attractions and experiences in the
Goondiwindi region to encourage increased overnight visitation and visitor expenditure. This
approach should be undertaken on a market-by-market basis, and will help Goondiwindi realise the
full economic and social benefits of the growing visitor economy, while contributing to the
sustainable growth of Goondiwindi’s tourism industry into the future.
It will be important to define what the outcomes will be for the strategy and who will be the “owner”
of the strategy. What is the role of the current tourism stakeholders such as the GRC?.

Identification and Analysis of Options
The Goondiwindi Tourism Strategy identified the need for an Operations Manager within the
Council and an external events acquisition contractor to drive the commercial focus and group
travel to the destination. The development of the strategy should encourage businesses to invest in
the strategy and its implementation, then leverage that commitment to raise the remainder of the
funds needed. The working group considered the need to incorporate:
•
•
•
•

A role for a delivery agency/person accountable for delivering the actions and achieving the
outcomes
Examples of tourism leading growth – when people visited the Noosa Tourism Information
Centre, they were able to get information on house prices, rates costs and other key
information for potential future residency
Increasing the role of the Visitor Information Centre, such as providing education sessions
about events over the next few months
Champions concept – everyone from the service station to the café is always asking people
and referring.

A couple of resources are available to guide the development of the strategy including:
1. An Austrade framework guide to tourism investment4
2. The Queensland Government Tourism Planning Guideline5
3. The Advancing Tourism Strategy 2016 - 20206.
7.1.2 Option 2: Local Tourism Organisation
This option is the formation of an independent LTO to drive tourism growth in Goondiwindi and
advise the Council on the implementation of the Tourism Strategy. It would also oversee the
preparation of a tourism investment strategy and a tourism industry concept design.
Membership of the organisation would primarily be tourism operators (board or management level)
with other businesses able to participate, reflecting the benefit of tourism income to the wider
economy (for example – if more tourists are visiting Goondiwindi, there will be more funds spent
locally, including in non-tourist businesses, such as mechanical, medical and clothing for example.
Other local authorities such as Mt Isa, Shoalhaven NSW have similar groups (see Appendix C
Case Studies).
Key issues will need to be discussed in the formation of such a group, such as:
a) Consideration of the most suitable model for operating the local tourism organisation:
• Formal, charter and terms of reference?
• What are the levels of membership and how will eligibility for those positions be
determined?
• Role descriptions and with people applying for the board positions
b) Potential funding models will need to be determined:
• Membership fees
• Gran -funded – applying for relevant funding programs
1.
4

https://www.austrade.gov.au/ArticleDocuments/5499/TourismGuideFinal.pdf.aspx should all these URLs be
hyperlinked?
5 https://www.ditid.qld.gov.au/tourism/tourism-planning
6 https://www.publications.qld.gov.au/dataset/ace405b1-1495-4d9e-8c5e-fec5767345c6/resource/df997cf7-14fc-47b1ac99-ddc7f0975967/download/6127atsupdateweb.pdf
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• Fee-for-service
• Levy or %-age of revenue or turnover.
c) Will there be some financial compensation for LTO members and what form will it take?
• Bursary
• Honorarium
• Formal positions with remuneration.
This option suggests a suitable process for establishing the LTO along with a number of ideas on
gathering tourism stakeholders to determine the priorities for the organisation.
7.1.3 Option 3: Tourism Industry Concept Design
This option involves engaging a creative agency to develop a concept design for Goondiwindi.A
comprehensive program and program brief for the concept is attached at Appendix D which could
form a draft brief for the creative agency.
7.1.4 Option 4 – Experience Building
Given the number of potential experiences in their infancy in the area, the Working Group
discussed the potential for some dedicated resources to assist potential operators to develop new
tourism experiences as outlined in the various options and background above. This program would
work with industry to develop a number of experiences that can then be packaged up to market
while at the same time, working with all related businesses to provide structured training and
advice.
A program would include (but not be limited to) the following elements:
1. An expert in tourism experiences to be made available to provide dedicated tourism
experience advice and in conjunction with Linda Hayley who could continue to advise
on business planning, strategy and development
2. Expressions of interest to seek four to six potential businesses to benefit in detail from
the program
3. A program for those four to six businesses over 6 – 12 months where they will get
specific advice through workshops, presentations and hands-on planning exercises
4. A program of expert visitors during that period to provide free talks and workshops to
the selected four to six businesses, and sessions with well known operators discussing
aspects of their experiences, monetisation, market research and market development
5. A small funding allocation to assist in purchasing equipment or infrastructure to support
the selected enterprises (say, $20,000 each)
6. A digital grant to build a web site with ticketing capability
7. General training for Goondiwindi tourism-related businesses in other aspects such as
customer services and being a “Goondiwindi Champion”.
A number of additional experiences are considered to be necessary to develop a critical mass of
experiences and attractions for the region, in particular:
•
•

Indigenous cultural heritage experience:
o Develop experiences – options may exist on some of the reserves such as the
Town Common
Active experiences:

Identification and Analysis of Options
o

•

Could we develop an experience at the Town Common?
▪ River activities such as kayaking, boating, fishing
▪ Cycling tours including electric bikes
Farming Experiences:
o A number of additional individual farm experiences
o Ag Innovation Tour.

7.1.5 Option 5: Major Attraction Planning
A number of people consider that there is a need and opportunity to develop a major tourist
attraction. There is land available and there are potential investors. There needs to be some work
to understand and determine the most suitable attraction and the likely visitation to underpin
investment. This option covers the cost of a suggested simple process to determine the market for
a major attraction and consider a number of options.

7.2 Comparison of Options
It is important to note that these options are not mutually exclusive, in that more than one could be
selected and developed independentl

Identification and Analysis of Options

Identification and Analysis of Options
Criteria

Option 1: Investment
Strategy

Benefits:
•
Tourist
Operator
s
•
Council
•
Gooniwin
di
communit
y

•

Clear strategy

•

•
•

Disbenefits:
•
Tourist
operators
•
Council
•
Goondiwi
ndi
communit
y
Costs:
•
Direct
•
Indirect
•
Recurrent

•

Strategies can
sometimes be
too generic to
be successful.
Need to keep it
specific and
practicl

•

Design and
engineering
costs

Risks:
•
•

•
Initial
Minimisat
ion/

Option 2: LTO

•
•
•

•
•

Cost of
development
without market
development

•

Option 3: Concept
Design

Oncedeveloped, a
low-cost way of
providing
regional
information to
visitors
Gathering of
data on visitors
Easily
expanded to
other
attractions

•

Cost
Time for
volunteers

Design and
programming
costs
Operational
costs
Engagement

Option 4: Experience
Building Program
Practical
assistance for
tourism
operators to
develop new
experiences
New attraction
s that may
attract visitors
or encourage
visitors to stay
longer in the
district

•

A new
attraction that
may attract
visitors or
encourage
visitors to stay
longer in the
district

•
•

Program cost
Operators that
may miss out

•
•

Cost
Potential that a
suitable
attraction is not
identified

•

Program costs

•

Operators are
unable to
convert the
program into a

A new look and
feel for the
region to
reinvigorate
tourism
operators and
other
businesses

•

•

Cost

•

Design and
engineering
costs
Insurance
costs
Structural risk
Planning
approvals
Heritage

•
•
•
•

Option 5: Major
Attraction

•

•

Program costs

•

Unable to
decide

Identification and Analysis of Options

•

mitigation
costs
Resulting
risk

approvals I
thought that
there was only
one Tree of
Knowledge.
Could you
mean
something else

delivered
experience

Risks and Benefits

7.3 Recommended Option
All options are suitable, though the Working Group considers at present that options be developed
with a high priority and in order of priority:
•
•
•

Option 3
Option 4
Option 2

The group may consider that Option 3 could be progressed after Options 2 and 4 are implemented
so that the concept has the opportunity to incorporate them.

8 Risks and Benefits
8.1 Matters to be Considered
There are a number of considerations for all options:
•
•
•

Investors: Who would invest in the various projects and what return would they need
Skills Development: Sam Noon’s strategy can identify the need for additional skills in key
areas
Market Research: What market research can be undertaken to determine the potential for
such an attraction to determine: you need to add the dot points

8.2 Risks
Volunteer Burnout
•

•

Existing events rely extensively on volunteers as it is and there is a risk that they may no
longer be available or move away at short notice. How can the strategy address this by
either (a) providing some incentive for the key organisers or (b) adapting business models
to benefit businesses more directly
The Events Calendar is full and working group participants felt that there are already a
number of valuable events through the year and that adding others may jeopardise need a
word or phrase here to complete the point

Failure of all local businesses to support initiatives
This may manifest in two ways:
1. Local businesses do not do all they can do to leverage off the event, such as use the event
as a reason to market to attract out-of-town customers to visit
2. Businesses make no effort to support the event (ie need to complete this point
Visitor Expectations not met
A key risk for tourism in the region is visitor dissatisfaction: where visitors attend an event,
attraction or experience and are disappointed.

Risks and Benefits

8.3 Potential Benefits
There are a number of potential benefits of the project:
No
1

Topic
Tourism income

Direct/Indirect
Direct

2

Employment: More
jobs including more
seasonal jobs
Increased revenue
to other regional
businesses

Indirect

4

Training and
development

Direct

4

Employment some
more details to
distinguish from
Employment above
Local investment

Direct

Training and
development no. 4
is also employment

Direct

3

5
6

Indirect

Indirect

Details
Additional revenue to the area from more
tourist activities
With an increase in attractions driving an
increase in tourists and visitors, there is likely
to be more workers required
Other businesses are likely to benefit from
increased visitor numbers as people purchase
fuel, incidentals, souvenirs, stay in
accommodation longer and purchase meals in
Goondiwindi
The Experience building program will offer
training to businesses in customer services
and other skills
The projects would secure existing
employment or offer additional jobs as farms
diversify and increase revenue
The opportunity for local businesses to invest
in the project
The program will offer training to businesses in
a range of additional areas such as customer
service and marketing skills

8.4 Other Opportunities
Other ideas for the project
A number of other ideas were discussed by working group members with a view to enhancing the
experience of visitors to Goondiwindi including:
•
•
•

•

Develop a program to educate other Goondiwindi businesses to become tourism
businesses
Develop a communications program for all businesses to be able to communicate with
visitors
During Discover Farming, or over the Gourmet in Gundy weekend assist local food
businesses to:
o Develop a showcase signature dish using local produce
o Promote the events through their own networks
Invite contacts from out of town:
o In the lead up to other major events, could all residents be asked to “Invite a friend
to Goondiwindi for Discover Farming”?

Implementation Strategy
o
o
o

Do this in advance of the events (ie see notes above about when people make the
decision to travel). I can’t understand what this point is trying to say
Residents could call a friend in the city and say “This is a great time to come and
visit…”
Draw a prize for a visitor and their host.

Experiences that could be attached to existing events:
•
•

Racing VIP day: Fire the starting gun and sit in the caller’s box for a race at Race Day
Ride in a cotton picker for a few rows during the harvest (Discover Farming).

9 Implementation Strategy
9.1 Project Title
Tourism Goondiwindi

9.2 Target Outcomes and Outputs
The target outcomes will be vary depending on the projects, but likely to include the following:
Tourism investment strategy:
• A completed strategy developed by the Council in conjunction with tourism operators
and the community
LTO:
• An operating LTO
• A brief, charter and a list of priorities
Tourism industry concept design
• A creative strategy as defined at Appendix D
Experience building:
• Six new or improved experiences up and running
• Other businesses trained in tourism experience development
• A wider network of businesses trained in tourism
Major attraction planning:
• A suggested major attraction proposal based on market research and local industry
engagement
• An initial market research report for a specific project.

9.3 Work Plan
Further work is required to implement certain aspects of the project:
Local Tourism Organisation
•

Preparatory meetings, primer discussions and document, then a weekend workshop(s) to
determine the scope and priorities for the group and for Goondiwindi Tourism. Final report
consolidating this and market research

Experience Building Program

Implementation Strategy
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a selection process and choose the potential experiences
Manage a support program for the businesses including other providers such as mentoring
for growth, ignite ideas fund and small business digital grants
Hold a series of workshops and training sessions for other businesses
Assist the selected businesses to implement the experiences
Open and launch the experiences.

Major Attraction Planning
•
•
•
•
•

Interviews and surveys in key markets to understand what types of attractions may be
suitable
Preparatory meetings, primer discussions and document
A weekend workshop to determine the most likely opportunities
Final market research to test the preferred opportunities
Final report consolidating this and market research.

9.4 Budget
Note that, for example, the Outback Queensland strategy was around $1M including $500K from
the State Government and $400K from Councils and operators.
A number of major areas of work identified above will need implementation and indicative costings
are outlined below for all projects other than the Tourism Investment Strategy which will be an
initiative of the Council.
Option 2: Local Tourism Organisation – Seed Funding
Work Package
Project
management
Tourism think tank

Year 1 program
TOTAL

Discipline
An allocation for management and coordination of
the project
Preparatory meetings, primer discussions and
document, then a weekend workshop(s) to
determine the scope and priorities for the group
and for Goondiwindi Tourism. Final report
consolidating this and market research
A program of events for Year 1

Est Cost.
$10,000
$20,000

$10,000
$40,000

Option 3: Industry Concept Design
Work Package
Project
management
Concept design Creative
Year 1 Program
TOTAL

Discipline

Est Cost.
$10,000

Preparatory meetings, primer discussions and
document, workshops, design concepts, strategy,
consultation, finals
A program of events for Year 1

$80,000

$10,000
$100,000

Implementation Strategy
Option 4: Experience Building Program
Work Package
Project management
Expert in Residence Tourism

Speakers and events
program

Discipline
Coordination of Events, calendar for Expert in
Residence, facilitates participation by businesses
Provide direct support primarily to the 6 selected
businesses, plus other support to other
prospective tourism businesses. Funding could be
sourced from the Expert in Residence Program
though note a contribution is required
A program of recognised tourism operators and
other relevant people to visit, providing
workshops, presentations and follow-up
information to Goondiwindi tourist businesses.
•

Mentoring

Experience
development
Web development

Est Cost.
$50,000
$120,000

$50,000

Education including customer services skills

Mentors are accessed and introduced to
businesses through the Mentoring for Growth
Program to a maximum value of $2,000 each (for
a wider pool of potential operators)
6 Participants receive a grant to assist with
aspects of the experience development possibly
with the assistance of an Ignite Ideas Fund grant
6 Participants receive a special allocation from
the Small Business Digital Grants Program

TOTAL

$30,000

$120,000

$60,000
$430,000

Option 5: Major Attraction Planning
Work Package
Project
management
Market research

Tourism think tank

Phase 2 market
research
TOTAL

Discipline
Est Cost.
Coordination of events, developing briefs for
market research and workshops in conjunction with
tourism operators
Interviews and surveys in key markets to
understand what types of attractions may be
suitable
Weekend workshop/s or hackathon to determine
the most likely opportunities. Includes provisions for
preparatory meetings, primer discussions and
document, then a final report consolidating this and
market research
Follow-up market research phase to test the final
ideas

$10,000

$20,000

$20,000

$5,000
$55,000

9.5 Other Resources
There are a number of resources available to assist in the facilitation or funding of these options:

Project Management Framework
•

Goondiwindi Regional Council offers a Tourism Event Grant https://www.grc.qld.gov.au/residents/donations-grants/tourism-event-grant
Queensland Destination Events Program (QDEP) offers two funding opportunities for
regional events including

•

o
o

o

•
•

•

Destination event funding: Single year funding for developing events seeking growth
($10,000 - $25,000 per year)
Significant event funding: Single year or up to three years of funding for events that can
demonstrate a strong track record of growth or growth potential ($25,000 - $100,000
per year)
https://teq.queensland.com/events/events-support/queensland-destination-eventsprogram

Building Better Regions Fund with two streams for ‘Infrastructure Projects’ and for
‘Community Investments’ https://www.business.gov.au/assistance/building-better-regionsfund
RAPAD has developed guidelines for developing Indigenous tourism experiences in Central
West Outback Queensland. Although the location is different, there are very similar
principals that could be applied - https://www.rapad.com.au/assets/Documents/RAPADReports-and-Publications/FINAL-Indigenous-Experience-Report.pdf
Tourism and Events Queensland provides experience development resources https://teq.queensland.com/industry-resources/how-to-guides/experience-development

10 Project Management Framework
10.1 Governance
A key question for this project is “Who Owns the Project?”
It is important to ensure that this project continues to facilitate the participation of working group
members and other interested members of the community such that local people continue to have
a say in the future of their region.
The governance system is proposed to deliver the business case as follows, with the exact
representation to be determined at the commencement of the project:
•
•
•

Advisory Committee: Responsible for the delivery of the project to meet its objectives on
time and within budget. The Steering Committee members will also consult strategically
with external stakeholders to ensure that the project has the support of a wider network
Working Group: Responsible for advising the Project Manager on technical and operational
aspects of the project and will meet to advise the project manager
Project Manage: Reporting to the Advisory Committee. The Project Manager should sit
within the BRC structures and have access to relevant expertise, including through regular
meetings of the Working Group.

The Project Manager will be responsible for the delivery of the project.

Project Management Framework
The Advisory Committee should be established with representatives from the Goondiwindi
Regional Council, Southern Queensland Country Tourism (SQCT, industry and working group
representatives. The Project Sponsor should be represented, particularly if funding is provided.
Suggested Project Advisory Committee Structure:

Tourism
Industry

SQCT

GRC
Advisory
Committee

Working
Group
Members

Suggested Project Working Group Structure:

Tourism

Economic
development

Industry
Representatives

Town planning

Working
Group

10.2 Project and Quality Management
A detailed project plan will need to be prepared for the project incorporating a number of factors
including:
1. Organisational impact: How the work undertaken during the project will impact on the
organisation and how these impacts will be addressed.
2. Outcome realisation: How outputs will be managed once they are delivered, and who will
be accountable. This may change as the project evolves
3. Quality management: Define suitable standards, requirements and best practices for the
project to deliver against, and the internal quality requirements
4. Post-project review: How will the group capture the lessons learnt throughout the project
and what review will be done to assess whether the initiative delivered the intended
benefits.

Project Management Framework
The Project Manager will need to ensure that the final project developed is robust and based on
sound science. Financial analysis should be sufficiently robust to allow decision-making, so initial
consultation should occur with potential funders and financiers about the level of detail required.

Benefit Analysis

Appendix A: Benefit Analysis
Each option is assessed for how each key stakeholder group (or individual stakeholders) may be
impacted by the project and how they may impact on the project. Impacts may be positive or
negative.
Option 1: A Tourism Investment Strategy
Stakeholder
Tourism businesses

Positive Impact
• Established
framework

•

Council

Community

•

Develop the
strategy

Coordinated
tourism

Negative Impact
• Strategies
can
sometimes be
too generic to
be successful
need so keep
it specific and
practical

Overall
Positive

Nil

Positive

Nil

Positive

Option 2: A Local Tourism Organisation
Stakeholder
Tourism operators

Council

Positive Impact
• Opportunity to
contribute to
tourism
strategy and
industry
development
• Gathering of
data on visitors
• Industry leads,
industry
development

Negative Impact
• Time and
effort
required
voluntarily

Overall
Positive

Nil

Positive

Negative Impact
• Cost
• Time of
volunteers

Overall

Option 3: Tourism Industry Concept
Stakeholder
Tourism operators

Positive Impact
• Once
developed, a
low-cost way
of providing

Benefit Analysis

•

•

region
information to
visitors
Easily
expanded to
other
attractions
Identifiable
brand and look
for the region

•
•

Council

•

Community
Option 4: Experience Building Programs
Stakeholder
Tourism operators

Council

Community

Positive Impact
• Practical
assistance for
tourism
operators to
develop new
experiences
• New
attractions that
may attract
visitors or
encourage
visitors to stay
longer in the
district
Additional
attractions
available
• Training and
advice in
developing
suitable
experiences
• Facilitated
development
of a number of
additional
tourism
experiences

Negative Impact
• Program
cost
• Operators
that may
miss out

Overall
Positive

Nil

Positive

•

Nil

Positive

Potential
employment

Benefit Analysis
opportunities

Option 5: Major Attraction
Stakeholder
Tourism operators

Council

Community

Positive Impact
• Additional
attraction
available
• A new
attraction that
may attract
visitors or
encourage
visitors to stay
longer in the
district
• Facilitated
investigation of
potential for a
new major
word/phrase
missing

Negative Impact
• Program
cost
• Operators
that may
miss out

Overall
Positive

Nil

Positive

•

Nil

Positive

Potential
employment
opportunities

Risk Analysis

Appendix B: Risk Analysis
As a pre-feasibility level business case, this is an initial consideration of risks, and the strategies
that can be put in place, or the investigations in further work to mitigate these risks.
Option 1: Tourism Investment Attraction Strategy
Major Risk and what does it
do to the project?

Mitigation Strategy

Tourism Investment
Attraction Strategy is too topdown, ie does not sufficiently
incorporate industry and
operator feedback.

A clear consultation strategy defined and
communicated with industry and operators before the
process commences so they are aware of how their
input will be incorporated.

Tourism Strategy fails to
engage all Goondiwindi
community so misses the
opportunity to enlist
“Goondiwindi Champions”.

Clear communication strategy identifying the roles all
businesses and all members of the community can
play in advancing Goondiwindi Tourism.

Option 2:

Local Tourism Organisation

Risk Analysis
Major Risk and what does it
do to the project?

Mitigation Strategy

Unable to raise funds to
cover costs.

Determine the willingness of people to participate and
what their willingness to participate is. Identify
options for sponsorship and other fundraising such as
events. Consider Council financial support for
operational costs.

LTO does not have a
passionate driver so does not
‘take off’.

An LTO, particularly if it is unfunded, will need to be
passionate, enthusiastic and positive to achieve
change, and recruitment of people with these traits
should be targeted.

Vested Interest: Participants
focussed on promoting their
own interests.

Charter and initial workshops to highlight the focus on
benefits to whole of industry.

LTO members do not feel
that the LTO is achieving
anything and their time is not
well spent.

The LTO charter and initial workshops will establish
the role, priorities and initial projects for the LTO. It
should keep reviewing these annually, and
incorporating feedback from members to stay
invigorated.

Volunteer burnout leading to
failure of LTO.

Members and participants in the LTO will need to feel
that it is achieving things to justify the workload so the
early stage development should focus on easy and
regular wins as well as long-term outcomes.

Major Risk and what does it do to the
project?

Mitigation Strategy

Businesses are not keen to engage with
the program so participation wanes.

Understand what businesses would like to
get out of the program. Effective
communication of the benefits of the
program.

No new or additional experiences emerge
from the project.

Establish principles early in the process,
including the risk that firm or bankable
ideas may not emerge from the process.

Participants are not keen to implement any
of the recommendations from the program
and so opportunities may be missed.

Prioritise participants that are
enthusiastic about the program and have
a higher likelihood of implementing
recommendations.

Option 4: Major Attraction

Risk Analysis
Major Risk and what does it do to the
project?

Mitigation Strategy

Businesses are not keen to engage with the
program so participation wanes.

Understand what businesses would like
to get out of the program. Effective
communication of the benefits of the
program.

Market research and discussions are
inconclusive and clear options do not result
from the process.

Establish principles early in the process,
including the risk that firm or bankable
ideas may not emerge from the process.

Participants not forthcoming with ideas at
the workshop for confidentiality, possibly
due to competitive tension.

Establish an atmosphere where all can
contribute openly.

Background Information

Appendix C: Background Information
1. Examples of similar entities around rural Queensland (all that have accessed funding at
different stages):
• Longreach - https://outbackheritage.com.au/
Winton - http://www.matildacentre.com.au/
• Eromanga - http://www.enhm.com.au/
• Charleville - https://www.cosmoscentre.com/
2. Successful Discover Farming project delivered by Goondiwindi Regional Council and
committee in 2018
3. Announcement by Queensland Premier that 2019 will be The Year of Outback Tourism
http://statements.qld.gov.au/Statement/2018/12/16/2019-the-year-of-outback-tourism.
This is focusing more on western Queensland, but something to keep a watching brief
on.
4. The opportunity to link to other tourism activities and tours. Contact has been made
with Tony Martin CEO of QANTAS Museum in Longreach and Stuart McKenzie of
Eromanga Natural History Museum. Both are happy to continue to offer support where
possible. The opportunity to link tours from Goondiwindi west is high – e.g. of driving
tour below:

Background Information

Should this be a figure?
5. State & Federal Governments looking to support themes relevant to this project such
as:
o Drought affected
o Rural
o Indigenous
o Regional economic diversity.
6. Goondiwindi Regional Council (esp. Mayor) well received by Qld Government
7. Other projects happening across the region – Murray Darling Basin initiatives, Clean
Growth Choices, Ag Tech Centre of Excellence, Advancing Regional Innovation
Program
8. Well-connected individuals in the community, and as part of initial funding group with
links to politicians, and influencers. Includes:
o David Littleproud – short window of opportunity here given possible Federal
election?
o Kate Jones, Leeanne Enoch, Mark Furner – relevant Queensland Government
ministers with connections in Goondiwindi
o Helen Lewis, Outback Way board member, based at Warwick
o Jim Cavaye, Regional tourism work, RDA chair, USQ Resilient Communities

Tourism Advisory Groups:
•
•
•
•

Shoalhaven Council - https://www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au/MyCouncil/News/ID/3112/Shoalhaven-Tourism-Advisory-Group-Vacancies
Tourism Kuranda Committee - https://msc.qld.gov.au/about-council/committees/
Wangaratta Economic Development and Tourism Advisory Committee https://www.wangaratta.vic.gov.au/about-council/council/advisory-committees#820123economic-development-and-tourism-advisory-committee
Mt Isa Tourism Association https://www.facebook.com/mitourism/posts/d41d8cd9/1481216345321773/

Project Brief: Tourism Strategy

Appendix D: Project Brief: Tourism Strategy
Developing a tangible idea that brings our community attributes to life...
Background to this Brief:
There have been recent meetings with interested individuals and businesses around Goondiwindi in relation
to the purchase of land for the development of a tourism venture.
The interest from the community has triggered the need to strategically review the opportunity for a
community funded tourism venture.
During engagement with the Goondiwindi Community, an opportunity has prevailed to acquire a piece of
land in prime position which could be used for a tourism venture if it was recommended.
The purpose of this brief is to explore what a successful commercial venture can look like.
This would include addressing the following questions:
1. What would tourists like to see?
2. How does this become a financially sustainable business mode?
3. What is the business structure and where does the infrastructure occur?
Goondiwindi Regional Council will support the new tourism venture however it will not drive or fund the
project.
Background to the Goondiwindi region:
There are many great factors leading to the conversations that the community is currently having in relation
to tourism:
1. Successful Discover Farming project delivered by Goondiwindi Regional Council and committee in
2018.
2. Other projects happening across the region – Murray Darling Basin initiatives, Clean Growth
Choices, Ag Tech Centre of Excellence, Advancing Regional Innovation Program,
3. The opportunity to link to other tourism activities and tours- Contact has been made with Tony Martin
CEO of QANTAS Museum in Longreach and Stuart McKenzie of Eromanga Natural History
Museum. Both are happy to continue to offer support where possible.
Current highlights and tourism features of the town and surrounding region include;
• A 10km walking track taking in the Macintyre River; Gunsynd Memorial and Custom’s House– a
small cottage showcasing the agricultural heritage of the region run by a group of volunteers and
GRC (Goondiwindi Regional Council),
• A vibrant and cosmopolitan main street with a quality selection of café’s, pubs and lifestyle
boutiques,
• A broad calendar of events including the Hell of the West triathlon, Gourmet in Gundy, Discover
Farming, the Picnic Races and more ….

Project Brief: Tourism Strategy
•
•
•

A natural water park situated 5km from the centre of town. The water park is nationally recognised
as a championship course for water skiing and is frequently used by local residents and visitors,
Goondiwindi Cotton’s award winning Farm and Town Tour taking in the day to day workings of an
authentic cotton farm as well as a quick overview of the town, and,
Further afield, visitors can explore the region with a visit to the Texas Rabbit Works, Inglewood Olive
Grove.

Current challenges:
•

•
•

We have very few tangible things to promote in the region. Currently, Goondiwindi has positive
attribute and feelings associated with it, but they don’t translate in to a product or something a
traveller or visitor can latch on to, or plan their trip around.
No major hook to attract more visitors to the region capitalising on the positive promotion received.
Goondiwindi sits at the intersection of 5 highways, yet there is no major tourist attraction for visitors
to commit to staying in the region.

This brief recognises the need to drive long term consideration for the Goondiwindi Region through;
•
•

The conceptualisation and development of a major tourism hook or big idea! and,
The creation of an ongoing product narrative for the ‘big hook,’ which compliments existing branding,
in order to deliver long term sustainable tourism growth for the region as a whole.

What we need from an agency?
1. Product development of a tourism idea or concept to promote the quintessential features of the
region resulting in; increased visitors (and bed nights in the town) and new residents (destination
marketing).
2. The region operates in a competitive market with other shires vying for tourism dollars and
leveraging their natural beauty. There is also a need to refresh the region’s big hook identity and
3. Once the big hook idea is established, there will be a need to create a visual identity for the idea and
establish a clear brand.
The community will be engaged by the agency to develop what this project looks like. Examples of
interactions could include:
o
o
o
o
o

What does Goondiwindi’s tourism industry need?
What are the features of our community and region that could be promoted?
How does any new infrastructure connect/ integrate with other tourism spots in town –
Customs House, etc
What would visitors want to learn about our region?
What do you visit when you travel?

What is the one thing you would like this brief to convey?
A ‘big hook,’ idea to promote the quintessential parts of Goondwindi, to encourage more visitors and
overnight stays in the region.

Project Brief: Tourism Strategy
The entity needs to be commercially viable- there may be an opportunity for funding from the Federal and
State Government but it can’t cost the region in the long-term. Goondiwindi Regional Council has indicated it
will support the project, but its unable to contribute funds to ensure the venture’s sustainability.
What is the messaging roll out?
The first stage of development, is the ideation of a product / tourism feature.
The second stage is the development of a new brand/ identity for the product/ tourism feature which
accurately represents it in a contemporary way.

How would we like to communicate?
We’re looking to communicate the idea in a contemporary way which works in conjunction with the existing
branding, ‘Regional Australia at its Best.’
We’d like to appeal to both the younger and older generation in a warm, friendly and engaging manner that is
genuine and authentic. We’d also like to be authoritative to establish confidence and credibility without being
arrogant.
Our town is sophisticated and vibrant. Therefore, our communications and branding around the ‘big hook
idea,’ should mimic this with excitement and energy without being shouty. We are extremely passionate
about our region, because we know visitors will truly love what we have to offer.
We want our region to appeal to people’s emotions and we want to represent that.
What response to this brief is required?
-

Examples of successful case studies
Document the ideas of the community about what they would like to see
An overview of the opportunities for potential investors
Two tourism concepts which are financially viable in to the future and have a linkage with
Goondiwindi Regional Council’s tourism strategy.

Stage 1 - An overview of process, costs and successful case studies. A pitch from the agency to
move to Stage 2.
*Please note: We require Stage 1 only at this point.
Stage 2 - Community & Stakeholder Engagement/ Research & Insights. The seed of a big idea!
Stage 3 - Concept & Presentation - A minimum of 2 tourism concepts including;
- The big idea (product development)
- Research/ insights to support the idea
- Concept for broader town rebrand in line with the big idea
Stage 4 – Execution & Rollout

Project Brief: Tourism Strategy

APPENDIX
Regional Area Marketing
Currently there are multiple destinations to find information on the region. The two main players are
Goondiwindi Regional Council & a private operator.

https://www.grc.qld.gov.au/
https://goondiwindiregion.com.au/
Previous work undertaken by Goondiwindi Regional Council
https://www.grc.qld.gov.au/council/about/branding-strategy

Future Food and Fibre Notes

Appendix E: Future Food and Fibre Notes
Future Food and Fibre Notes
17 October 2019, Goondiwindi
Jane Bennett, Tas Foods.
Businesses start because of what they want to do
Gave the example of a fingerling business that started up in Tas – didn’t have great success so
diversified into tourism
Create something that is valued by your customers so you need to know what your customers
want - Visit and talk to your market
Key attributes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

agriculture a significant component of the economy
sense of community
local champion or champions
identifiable geographic boundaries – eg Tasmania, nz, cornwall, wales, Scotland
brand champions tourism icons
tourism is a successful part of the place of the origin – for example cornwall rejuvenated by
the biodome
7. vibrant arts culture – supports difference and change in communities – monoculture
communities struggle ,thriving communities have good arts cultures
8. support and welcome tourists and visitors
The Tas Foods Model:
•

•
•

buy existing businesses and look for:
o good technical products developed by a founder
o capital constrained – reached capacity of owners to inject funds
o founders impair proper management decisions
o will sell it whoever will take it away due to marketing etc
have a shared service model
o provide services to all businesses
haven’t been successful until you’ve sold the business and made money

Advice:
•
•
•

establish a business with a view to selling it. For example locate it in an accessible part of
the site – or in town rather than in the middle of the site where the roads, powerlines and
water are
the role of Economic Development Agencies is to
o advise on grants. Grant writing
o help with approvals etc
role of Industry RDCs

Future Food and Fibre Notes
help with progressive advice but not just to grow more of what people don’t need
cotton RDC has done a great job making Australia’s cotton industry the lowest water
user in the world
use grants to assist you to do things but don’t become dependent on them and don’t
change your business to fit a grant
o
o

•

Glenn Rogan, Australian Super Cotton.

Jack Millbank

Nuffield Scholar

Questions and Answers from Attendees.
(Answers shown from the participants that provided answers on the questionnaire. 6 different respondees –
comments shown in different colours. Names and contact details were not requested)

1. Do you feel like there is a need for you to change the way you farm? For example, new crops, different
methods, etc?
• There’s always a need to improve methods and increase sustainability and profitability.
• Another industry in town would be very beneficial
• Producer: Diversity – increase sheep and turn some grazing land into hay production
• Weeds – a lot of capital tied up in managing.
• I’m happy to share info and contacts for those in Ag businesses
• Not an ag business at present but found all the presentations valuable for many reasons and
enterprises
• Camera sprayer

Future Food and Fibre Notes
•
•

Electric weed zapper
Camera sprayer instead of a blanket sprayer

2. What are the reasons for that? What Pressures?
• Increase in Varied rainfall has meant we have have to run less cattle
• Need to increase efficiencies to increase production and remain viable
• Diversity and fresh thinking options presented are options for growth and change for Prodction
Bioligy Economy Economy and Sustainabiltiy of the Environment
• Save money
• Reduce harmful chemicals
• More efficient
• Reduce waste
• Save money
• technology

3. Do you have ideas about how you would change? Different Crops? Different Methods?
• Yes. Knowledge, skills, inputs – lead to outputs
• No chemicals
• Driverless vehicles

4. Are you in the middle of a change or have you tried before?
• Yes and trying to initiate more. Drought has halted.
• If it rains but can’t because there is not money

5. What worked well or didn’t work?
• Trying to view a problem as an opportunity

6. What would have made it easier, quicker or less risky?
• Ability to expand, higher rainfall

7. What is the brand that Border Rivers/ Goondiwindi Region want to diversify or intensify or value-add?
• The tourism industry – working with local producers – food etc in town
• Innovation, diversification
• Ability to produce quality over quantity product when squeezed by imports
• All or Any – tourism really

Future Food and Fibre Notes
•

that what everyone does here is worth doing well and sharing

8. What are the opportunities for our agricultural producers to work together on this?
• Workshops like this are very beneficial
• Discover farming is trying to make this happen too I believe
• Target groups that are already farmed – ie growers groups
• Identify credible ‘champions’
• Access to quick and useful info/resources
• Food and Fibre Forums
• What it means to individual businesses in the local economy and mindset of the region

9. What opportunities for diversification/ value add do we have in the region?
• So many opportunities – river food fibre
• Horticulture
• With water, the possibilities are pretty much limitless
• Meat
• Sheep (meat/wool)
• We have many many yet to be discovered
• It is only through talking, discussion and exposure do all people and all walks of life learn the value of
what they might contribute to the whole community
• Food and Fibre

LTO Ideas from Consultations

Appendix F: LTO Ideas from Consultations
Clean Growth Choices
Consultation about a Goondwindi LTO
Gary Murray from Mount Isa 0429111211
Mount Isa Tourism Association
How long have they
been established?
. What activities do
they do - marketing
campaigns, business
development,
business advice,
events for local
businesses, arrange
wider events?

. How many FTE’s or
casual staff?

10 years +
Advocacy Group
Manage a couple of events
•
Gets everyone in the industry together monthly
•
Bringing council along with them – they’re busiess is not
tourism, but they are a major stakeholder. They don’t look
inwards and say “we can’t do this on our own” when 90% of
activity can be done by outside organisations Council have
all the legs. Would have to have a council resource –
dedicated council resource.
•
Mt Isa has a lot of people travelling through between Q and
NT and how do you get them to stay.
•
Have a big industry think tank every 2 years.
•
State Development fund it with them over a weekend –
everyone had to go away and come back with ideas and
project – came up with 93 projects (from street art to
hotel/casino at the lake). Then divided up to marketing,
industry development etc.. over 2.5 weekends, came uo with
a strategic view and a list 25 of projects. Council have
probably done 8
•
Next Year, will go into another strategic planning session.
Council has commissioned a strategic plan for tourism: 10 –
15 year plan
Have 1/4 ly meetings with mayor
•
No paid people no full time people
Operators and stakeholders get together once per month.
Put together a strategic plan
Work closely with the Chamber (Gary was on the Chamber
as well)
Have 8 people on the board and all of them are hands on in
tourism, and have associate members from State

LTO Ideas from Consultations

What is the model ie, membership,
sponsorship, grants,
volunteer
. Approx budget

Industry Growth since
setting up?

What has worked
really well?

What would you do
differently?

Development etc that provide strategic
Volunteer
Do put some functions on, with sponsorship. Probably make
$5K per year.
Motivated people
Maybe get a bit of sponsorship – do a season launch for the
wider area – whole of north west. Want to cross-pollinate
everyone’s products
Do feel like it’s on the map a bit more – not really quantified
it. A couple of years ago there were no packages in the
international market. Now have 21 packages in the market
that people can book from overseas. It’s in the market
place. Have OQTA put some packages together through
hello world and flight centre (sold 8 last year, 40-50 this
year) “Unless you’re professional, they’re not going to touch
you”. It took 4 – 5 years to get all that together – we
probably started without mature projects” it could take two
years to get there – starting locally. “What you put on the
whiteboard and what you deliver will be totally different” “as
long as it’s authentic”
Need to have the product before you can do the marketing.
People want to be engaged.
•
Tyre shops – have to get people to understand that tourism
is everyone’s business
•
Have a product and have to keep reinventing it – like a
theme park, every 2 years you need to have a new ride – it
might be a new branding
•
That’s private enterprise role.
•
Council might pull together the info about what attractions
etc are available – could be as simple as a “sausage sizzle
twice a week with a bush yarn”
•
Program of educating local businesses about the value of
tourism – get the local advocate to talk it up (ie 10 years
ago, the local businesses would have said we’re a mining
town – tourism was a “dirty word”
•
•
You have to have the people to drive it – don’t have to be
leaders or be paid, but have to have the passion.
Merged with the chamber of commerce some time ago
around 2005 but then realised that no one in the chamber
was doing anything on tourism (miners, mine services) so
pulled it back out again. Always worked well with the
chamber.
•

LTO Ideas from Consultations
Currently No indigenous tourism – the community would live
to have some. Depends on willingness of local people
•
North west tours started a few tours from nothing 3 years ago. Even a 2-hour town tour means
that people stop an extra day. Have now introduced a heritage tour.
Charlie Eames from Roma (07) 4622 8746

How long have they been
established?
. What activities do they do marketing campaigns,
business development,
business advice, events for
local businesses, arrange
wider events?
. How many FTE’s or casual
staff?
. What is the model - ie,
membership, sponsorship,
grants, volunteer
. Approx budget
. Industry Growth since
setting up?
. What has worked really
well?
. What would you do
differently?

